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Frederick Hardtmuth. The Walkers (PC). Soon after we had completed KingsQuest, we added a
second level, Secrets of the Spiders.1. Field of the Invention This invention pertains to the art of
pneumatic tires, and more specifically to an improved tire having a lightweight, resilient, rigid layer
which functions as an energy buffer in preventing the tire from rolling over when the vehicle is
traversing a steep grade. 2. Description of the Related Art Many types of vehicle wheel and tire
assemblies are well known in the art. In general, such assemblies include a pneumatic tire which
contacts the surface over which the vehicle travels, and includes an inner liner. Most tires include an
outer belt-type carcass, which includes one or more reinforcement members which extend about the
outer periphery of the tire. The purpose of such reinforcement members, in the case of the tire for
attachment to the vehicle, is to provide the required structural support for the tire against forces
exerted when the vehicle travels in a particular direction or at a particular speed. In the case of the
tire for non-attachment, the reinforcement members provide the tire with the required structural
support against forces exerted when the vehicle is turned or maneuvers at high speeds. The
reinforcement members may consist of a single strand of wire wrapped in a spiral, which most
commonly is used for radial ply tires. Alternatively, a textile ribbon, or the like, may be wound about
the inner surface of the belt-type carcass in a helical path having a cross-direction and
circumferential direction. In addition to the carcass, the tire typically includes one or more tread
portions, a tread barrier, sidewalls, one or more bead portions, a bead core, an inner liner or crown,
and a belt structure. The inner liner or crown generally provides a reinforcement core which is
intended to act as a skeleton structure which resists flexing and distortion of the tire. The bead core
provides a smooth and neat transition between the tire and the wheel flange. The bead core, which
is made of rubber, nylon or the like, retains the tire on the wheel of the vehicle. The inner liner or
crown generally provides a smooth outer perimeter which allows the tire to be inflated to a desired
pressure. The sidewalls function as an outer barrier which resists abrasion caused by contact with
road surfaces, and protects the inner liner or crown from moisture and debris. The tread barrier
generally prevents the tire from being pinched between the tires of adjacent wheels during braking,
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